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This invention relates generally to gyratory crushers. 
More specifically, this invention relates to a new and 
improved hydraulically adjusted gyratory crusher of the 
spiderless type incorporating frictionless bearings to 
effect a constant bearing engagement surface and a con 
stant bearing load at any position of adjustment. In addi 
tion, the frictionless bearings will eliminate the hazards 
of uneven bearing surface wear and reduces lubricating 
fluid distribution complications. 

In spiderless gyratory crushers of more recent devel 
opment, a new and more rigid design has been effected 
by securing the crusher mainshaft to the base frame 
structure, and then placing the step bearing assembly on 
top of the crusher mainshaft between the mainshaft and 
the conical crusher head. The eccentric member is there 
fore rotatably mounted on the base frame structure, 
with an eccentric outer surface engaging a skirt portion 
of the crusher head. Thus, the eccentric member directly 
gyrates the crusher head rather than the supporting 
crusher mainshaft, as had been the practice in prior art 
crushers. 
As in more conventional gyratory crushers, a hy 

draulic adjustment mechanism for adjusting the crusher 
opening can be incorporated into the above described 
crusher. This is done by supporting the base of the 
crusher mainshaft upon a piston operated within a hy 
draulically fed cylinder. By regulating the hydraulic fluid 
in the cylinder, the piston, crusher mainshaft and 
crusher head can be raised or lowered to any desired 
position of adjustment. A relief device or check valve 
may be provided in this hydraulic support system which 
will save the crusher from damage in the event tramp iron 
or other noncrushable objects are inadvertently fed into 
the crusher. That is, when such a noncrushable object 
is pinched between the two crushing surfaces, the pres 
sure in the hydraulic support system will increase 
suddenly, causing the relief device to open. This allows 
the crusher head and mainshaft to slide downward per 
mitting the hard object to pass through the crusher with 
out causing damage thereto. 
The main disadvantage of such a hydraulic adjust 

ment system is that the crusher head and skirt must be 
raised, or lowered as the case may be, relative to the ec 
centric member therewithin. Thus, as the crusher head 
is raised, the contact area common to the crusher head 
and eccentric is reduced. This will cause an uneven wear 
on the bushing surface resulting in ridges thereon which 
may make further crusher adjustments more difficult. Par 
ticularly when widening the crusher opening, it may be 
more difficult to get the skirt portion of the crusher head 
to slide down over the wear ridges. 
Such wear ridges may cause far more serious prob 

lems, however, if the crusher is provided with a relief 
device or check valve system as described above. If a 
piece of tramp iron or the like is fed into the crusher, 
and the relief device or check valve forced open, the 
wear ridges on the bushing surface may prevent the 
crusher head falling or sliding downward appreciably 
over the eccentric member. Even a slight or momentary 
resistance to the downward motion of the crusher head 
may be sufficient to prevent the hard object from pass 
ing on through the crusher before damage results. 

If the eccentric bushings are in good shape without any 
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wear ridges, the relief device system may still be inef 
fective in passing hard objects with sufficient prompt 
ness to prevent damage to the crusher. This is because in 
bushing fitted crushers of this type, the lubricating fluid 
in the chamber defined by the crusher head and eccen 
tric, may be under sufficient pressure to prevent the 
crusher head from moving downward as rapidly as nec 
essary to prevent damage. This results when the fluid in 
the chamber cannot be forced along the bushing inter 
face as fast as necessary to allow the crusher head to 
release the hard object before damage results. Thus, de 
spite the relief device or check valve system, prior art 
crushers of this type may still become seriously damaged 
by tramp iron or the like. 

In addition to the above mentioned problems, a well 
fitted bushing type of bearing may possibly cause other 
problems even during normal crushing operations. For 
example, when the crusher is cold, the lubricating fluid 
being pumped therethrough will be rather viscous. There 
fore, the pressure of the lubricating fluid may increase 
steadily in the chamber between the crusher head and 
eccentric member because the fluid will not readily flow 
downward along the bushing surface. In such a situation, 
it is possible that the fluid pressure may eventually build 
to a point where it actually lifts or floats the crusher 
head off its support to change the setting of the crusher. 
Such an uncontrolled change in the crusher setting can 
not usually be tolerated, and may even damage the 
crusher. 

This invention is predicated upon our conception and 
development of a new and improved hydraulically sup 
ported gyratory crusher of the spiderless type having fric 
tionless bearings between the eccentric member and the 
skirt portion of the crusher head to provide a constant 
bearing engagement surface at any position of adjust 
ment. This will eliminate the hazards of wear ridges com 
monly associated with the bushing type bearings as noted 
above. In addition, the frictionless type bearings provide 
a crusher which is more easily lubricated and which is 
not subject to crusher head “up-lift.” And of course, the 
additional efficiency advantages of the frictionless bear 
ings should be apparent. 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of this invention 
to provide a new and improved hydraulically supported 
gyratory crusher of the spiderless type embodying fric 
tionless bearings between the eccentric member and the 
conical crusher head to effect a constant bearing engage 
ment surface at any position of adjustment. 

It is another primary object of this invention to pro 
vide a gyratory crusher of the hydraulically supported 
spiderless type utilizing frictionless bearings in place of 
the eccentric bushing to eliminate the hazards of wear 
ridges on the bushing surface. 

It is a further primary object of this invention to 
provide a hydraulically supported gyratory crusher of 
the spiderless type in which uncontrolled crusher head 
uplift is eliminated. 
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It is still another primary object of this invention to 
provide hydraulically supported, spiderless gyratory 
crusher utilizing frictionless bearings to assure the proper 
operation of a relief device or check valve system which 
will lower the crusher head to prevent damage to the 
crusher in the event tramp iron or other noncrushable ob 
jects are inadvertently fed into the crusher. 
These and other objects and advantages are fulfilled 

by this invention as will become apparent from a full 
understanding of the following detailed description, es 
pecially when considered in conjunction with the at 
tached drawing which is a sectional elevation of a spider 
less gyratory crusher utilizing one embodiment of this 
invention. 
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Referring to the drawing, one preferred embodiment 
of this invention comprises a base frame housing 10, 
having a drive housing portion 11 and a cylindrical hub 
portion 12 extending vertically therefrom at a right angle 
to the drive housing 11. A sleeve-shaped outer frame 
structure 13, having a flange 14 at the top thereof, is con 
centrically disposed around the cylindrical hub 12 and 
rigidly secured to the base frame housing 10. A concave 
upper frame structure 7 having a flange 18 is secured 
horizontally to the sleeve frame 13 at flange 14 by any 
means such as a plurality of bolts 19. A removable over 
hanging concave ring 20 is secured horizontally within 
the concave upper frame 17 concentrically above the hub 
12 by any means such as a plurality of bolts 21. 
A tubular crush mainshaft 25 having a flange or head 

portion 26 at the upper end thereof, is concentrically and 
slidably fitted within the cylindrical hub 2 on the base 
frame structure 10 and projects vertically upward into 
the space defined by the concave ring 20. A pair of cir 
cular bearings and seals 22 are provided at the upper and 
lower extremities of the bore through cylindrical hub 2 
to slidably support the crusher mainshaft 25 within the 
hub 12. The lower end of crusher mainshaft 25 is secured 
to a piston 27 which is slidably fitted within a cylinder 28 
in the lower portion of the base frame housing 19. If 
desired, a frictionless bearing, such as roller bearing 23, 
may be disposed between the crusher mainshaft 25 and 
piston 27, so that torque forces acting on the crusher 
mainshaft 25 need not be imported to the piston 27. A 
cylinder head 29, provided with a hydraulic fluid inlet 30, 
is secured over the lower cylinder opening by any means 
such as bolts 31. A relief device such as check valve 32 
connected to an accumulator (not shown) is provided 
on a fluid line 33 which feeds the lower portion of cylin 
der 28. 
A fluid passage means, such as tube 44, is provided 

through the hollow crusher mainshaft 25 communicating 
between the upper portion of the cylinder 28, above piston 
27 and the upper surface of head 26 on crusher mainshaft 
25. As shown, communication is provided through open 
ings in roller bearing 23. Therefore, in the event the 
crusher mainshaft 25 is securely fixed onto the piston 27, 
Some means of communication between tube 44 and the 
upper portion of cylinder 23 must be provided. A second 
fluid passage means, such as bore 45, extends through 
the base frame structure 10 communicating between the 
upper portion of cylinder 28 and a point outside the base 
frame housing 10. 
A removable intermediate washer 47, having a hole 48 

through the axial center thereof, is disposed on top of 
head 26 and held in place by any means such as lip 49 at 
the center of head 26. A pressure bearing 50, having a 
concave upper surface and a hole 5: through the axial 
center thereof, slidably rests upon the washer 47. A sec 
ond pressure bearing 52 having a complementary convex 
lower surface mates with the pressure bearing 50 to form 
a step bearing assembly 55. Such step bearing assemblies 
are well known in the crusher art and need not be fur 
ther detailed here. 
A conical crusher head 57, having a cylindrical skirt 

portion 58 extending downward from the outer periphery 
thereof, is secured to the upper pressure bearing 52 by 
any means such as lug 59. A conical crusher wearing 
mantle 60 rests directly over the conical surface of 
crusher head 57 and is held in place by any means such 
as nut 61. 
An annular eccentric member 63, having a ring gear 64 

secured to the lower end thereof, is rotatably mounted 
over the cylindrical hub 12 of the base frame housing 
10, and rests against the base frame 10 with roller bear 
ings 65 therebetween. 
To facilitate rotation of the eccentric member 63 on 

hub 12, a first pair of frictionless bearings, such as roller 
bearings 66 are disposed between the eccentric 63 and 
hub 12. The two inner races 67 are tightly fitted onto hub 
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12 and spaced apart by a tightly fitted sleeve 68. The outer 
races 69 are tightly fitted within the eccentric 63 and 
spaced apart by a tightly fitted sleeve 70. The outer cir 
cumference of the eccentric 63 mates generally with 
the inner circumferential surface of the skirt 58 on crusher 
head 57. Accordingly, a second pair of frictionless bear 
ings such as roller bearings 71 are disposed therebetween 
to facilitate rotation of the eccentric 63 within the skirt 
58. The two inner races 72 are tightly fitted over the ec 
centric 63 and spaced apart by a tightly fitted sleeve 73. 
Since the crusher head 57 and skirt 58 will be subject to 
vertical motion relative to the eccentric 63 and bearings 
71, a full single race 74 is tightly fitted within the inner 
circumference of skirt 58, and has a vertical dimension 
sufficient to permit the race 74 to slide vertically over the 
rollers, or rolling elements as the case may be, to provide 
a constant contact area at any position of adjustment. 
Thus, it should be apparent that the frictionless bear 

ings 66 may be similar or identical to any conventional 
roller or ball bearing wherin the rolling elements, either 
balls or cylindrical rollers, are concentrically fixed be 
tween an inner and outer race. Frictionless bearings 71, 
however, differ from conventional bearings since the outer 
race 74 must be axially slidable relative to the rollers. 
Therefore, the stationary races, in this case races 72, 
should be provided with a groove or a pair of flanges as 
shown to maintain the rolling elements or rollers in 
position. On the other hand, the sliding race, race 74, 
cannot have any such obstruction. 
A drive shaft 75, rotatably extending through the drive 

housing 15 on base frame 0, has a pinion gear 76 secured 
to the inside end thereof. The pinion gear 76 is in mesh 
ing engagement with the ring gear 64. Thus, a rotary 
power source (not shown) acting on shaft 65 can rotate 
the pinion gear 76 and in turn rotate the ring gear 64 and 
eccentric 63 about the hub 12. Rotation of the eccentric 
63, within the skirt 58 on crusher head 57, will cause 
the crusher head 57 and wearing mantle 60 thereon to 
gyrate relative to ring 26 as necessary for the crushing 
action. 
A fluid outlet such as bore 77 is provided to communi 

cate between the chamber 78 which houses the ring gear 
64 and pinion gear 76, and outer portion of the base 
frame housing 10. 

Suitable dust seal means, such as dust ring 80 slidably 
fitted over extension sleeve 8 on the base frame 10 and 
operating in a suitable groove 82 on the crusher head 
57 will keep crusher material and dust out of the chamber 
78 and away from all internal bearing and gear surface. 
To place the crusher in a condition for operation, a 

hydraulic lubricating fluid must be pumped through the 
bore 45 and into the top portion of cylinder 28 above 
piston 27. This lubricant in upper cylinder 28 will lubri 
cate the lower bearing and seal 22 and the frictionless 
roller bearing 23 between the crusher post 25 and piston 
27. From the upper portion of cylinder 28, the fluid lubri 
cant is forced through tube 44 and hole 48 in washer 47 
and hole 51 in pressure bearing 50. The fluid will then 
pass between the washer 47 and concave pressure bearing 
50 and between concave pressure bearing 50 and convex 
pressure bearing 52 to completely lubricate the step 
bearing assembly 55. Accordingly, it may be necessary 
to provide grooves on the surfaces of pressure bearings 
50 and 52 to facilitate the flow of the lubricant. Subse 
quently, the fluid will be collected in chamber 40 and 
flow downward lubricating the frictionless bearings 66 and 
71 in contact with the rotatable eccentric 63. The lubricat 
ing fluid is collected in chamber 78 to lubricate the in 
termeshing ring gear 64 and pinion gear 76, and the bear 
ing 65. Excess lubricant will flow out of chamber 78 
through bore 77 where it may be collected by any means 
(not shown) and recirculated. 
Another hydraulic fluid is pumped through inlet 30 in 

cylinder head 29 and into the lower portion of cylinder 28 
to raise the piston 27, crusher mainshaft 25, step bearing 
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assembly 55, crusher head 57 and crushing mantle 60 
to the desired position of adjustment. 

Crushing can then be commenced upon rotation of 
shaft 75 which will in turn cause the crusher head 57 
and mantle 60 to gyrate relative to the overhanging con 
cave ring 20. 
The crux of this invention resides primarily in the fric 

tionless bearings 71, and to a more limited extent in the 
frictionless bearings 66. By providing an outer race 74 
with a vertical dimension substantially greater than the 
distance between the two sets of rollers, this race 74 may 
follow the skirt 58 being vertically slidable with respect 
to the two sets of rollers to provide a full uniform bear 
ing contact surface area at any position of adjustment. 
Thus, an adjustment in the crusher opening will neither 
change the bearing contact area nor the bearing load. 
Furthermore, since the race 74 is substantially harder than 
the metal used in a bushing type bearing, no grooves or 
ridges will be worn into the race to interfere with the 
vertical sliding motion of the skirt 58 over the eccentric 
63. This is most important of course, when a piece of 
tramp iron or the like is encountered, and it is necessary 
to immediately lower the crusher head 57 and wearing 
mantle 60 to avoid serious damage to the crusher. 

Accordingly, when a piece of tramp iron or the like is 
pinched between the concave ring 20 and wearing mantle 
60, its resistance to breaking will cause an increase in 
the downward acting forces along the crusher mainshaft 
25, and therefore will cause a sudden increase in the hy 
draulic pressure in the lower portion of cyinder 28. As 
in conventional crushers, the check valve 32 is set to open 
upon such a sudden increase in pressure whereby the hy 
draulic fluid in cylinder 28 is forced out of cylinder 28 
and into the accumulator (not shown) permitting the pis 
ton 27, crusher mainshaft 25, step bearing assembly 55, 
crusher head 57 and wearing mantle 60 to fall downward. 

In prior art gyratory crushers of this type, however, 
wherein bushing type bearings are employed on the inner 
and outer circumference of the eccentric 63, such a 
relief system as described above is not wholly sufficient 
to prevent damage to the crusher. One reason for this is 
that ridges which may be worn into the surface of the 
bushing may cause the crusher head 57 to "hang-up" 
preventing it from siding down rapidly over the eccentric 
member 63. Even when the bushings are new and have 
no wear ridges, the relief system may not operate as 
designed to save the crusher from damage, because in 
using bushings the interface clearances must be rather 
close. Therefore, lubricant will tend to accumulate in 
chamber 40, and may be of sufficient pressure to prevent 
the crusher head 57 from falling as rapidly as necessary. 
By replacing the bushings with frictionless bearings, no 
wear ridges will be formed, and a much greater passage 
way is provided between the bearing rollers, so that the 
lubricating fluid in chamber 40 will readily flow into 
chamber 78 when the crusher head 57 is suddenly forced 
downward. 

Another problem that may be encountered in gyratory 
crushers of this type, wherein bushings are used on the 
eccentric interfaces, is that due to pressure build-up in 
chamber 40. When the crusher is started up cold, it is 
likely that the lubricating fluid therein will be rather 
viscous. In fact, the lubricant may be so viscous that it 
will not readily flow downward from chamber 40 along 
the contact surfaces of the bushings. Therefore, as lubri 
cating fluid is continually pumped into the crusher via 
bore 45 the pressure in chamber 40 may steadily increase 
to a point where, in some prior art crushers, the fluid 
pressure could actually lift or float the crusher head 57 
off of the step bearing assembly 55 to reduce the crusher 
opening or even damage the crusher itself. By providing 
frictionless bearings such as roller bearings 66 and 71, 
much wider clearances are provided around the eccentric 
member 63 as discussed above, so that such pressure build 
up in chamber 40 will not result. 
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6 
It should be apparent that many modifications could be 

made in the crusher detailed herein without departing 
from the basic concept of this invention. Accordingly, 
this invention should not be limited to the details given 
herein but may be modified within the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive property or privilege is claimed are defined as fol 
lows: 

1. In a spiderless gyratory crusher having a frame, a 
vertical crusher mainshaft slidably supported by said 
frame, an overhanging concave ring horizontally sup 
ported in a fixed position within the upper portion of 
said frame concentrically above said crusher mainshaft, 
a crusher head mounted on top of said crusher mainshaft 
with a step bearing assembly therebetween and disposed 
within the space defined by the concave ring, a hydrau 
lically operated piston assembly supporting the lower 
end of said crusher mainshaft to vary the opening defined 
between said concave ring and said crusher head, a relief 
device for releasing the hydraulic support from said piston 
assembly upon a sudden increase in pressure, an eccentric 
sleeve member rotatably supported on said frame con 
centrically around said crusher mainshaft, a skirt mem 
ber rigidly supported to said crusher head and extending 
downward to engage the eccentric circumference of said 
eccentric member, and a means for rotating said eccentric 
sleeve member, in combination therewith, the improve 
ment comprising: an annular frictionless bearing as 
sembly mounted between said eccentric member and said 
skirt member, said bearing assembly comprising a plu 
rality of rolling elements rollably mounted between two 
concentrically disposed races, the first of said races being 
fixed vertically with respect to the rolling elements, and 
the second of said races having a vertical dimension 
sufficient to permit said second race to slide vertically 
with respect to the first race and rolling elements. 

2. The spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 
1 wherein said first race is provided with a groove to 
maintain said rolling elements in position vertically. 

3. The spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 
1 wherein said rolling elements are cylindrical rollers dis 
posed between a pair of flanges on said first race. 

4. The spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 
1 wherein said first race is tightly fitted around said 
eccentric member, and said second race is tightly fitted 
within said skirt member. 

5. The spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 
1 wherein a plurality of said first races are provided with 
a plurality of said rolling elements against each of said 
first races, and one said second race is provided com 
mon to all of said rolling elements and having a vertical 
dimension sufficient to permit said second race to slide 
with respect to said first races and said rolling elements. 

6. The Spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 
5 wherein said first races are tightly fitted around said 
eccentric member, and said second race is tightly fitted 
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within said skirt member. 
7. The spiderless gyratory crusher as defined in claim 

1 wherein said rolling elements are cylindrical rollers be 
tween pairs of flanges on each of said first races. 
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